Intelligent Workplace Solution

Intelligent Workplace solution delivered by HPE Pointnext elevates workforce productivity, improves talent retention, and optimizes space efficiency by creating a dynamic workplace that blends digital tools with physical spaces and generates actionable workplace insights.

Today’s workplace challenges
The traditional workplace is faced with a number of challenges. Employees have to constantly “fight” with technology in order to get work done. Meeting rooms and other work spaces are constantly booked and yet remain unused. Employees often struggle to get visitors the right access to the right business resources in a timely manner. Workplace amenities that need repair usually remain inoperable for several weeks. In fact, due to the fast-changing demands of a dynamic work environment, facilities, and IT teams find it difficult to understand how their work spaces are being used, and as a result, are unable to help improve the employee experience.

Empower your workforce.
Engage your talent.
Enhance your workplace.

What if your office or campus:
• Supports mobile first connectivity, collaboration, and communications
• Knows who you are as you move around the space, triggering personalized action
• Dynamically updates room or area occupancy status in real-time
• Self-configures collaboration technology making meetings seamless
• Directs you with personal wayfinding to rooms, equipment, or colleagues
• Empowered visitors and guests to participate fully
Today

Rooms are fully booked but sit empty

Typical 10 minutes to start the meeting—initiate call, set up room technology, hunt for cables, etc.

Remote and physical attendees have a different experience

Meeting interruptions as rooms have no signage

Meeting documentation is delayed or doesn’t happen

No visibility to meeting room usage metrics

Tomorrow

Rooms are most effectively used

Walk-in and everyone is automatically connected with immediate access to wireless display sharing

Remote and physical attendees have the same experience

Digital signage shows status of room in real-time

Instant sharing of meeting content immediately after meeting is done

Real estate investment driven by actual meeting room usage metrics

Figure 2. Intelligent Spaces foundational elements

Transform your workplace experience with Intelligent Workplace solution architected and integrated by HPE Pointnext

Dynamic Room and Desk Scheduling

Digital visitor management

Indoor Location Services with Aruba Meridian

HPE myWorkplace Employee App

Workplace Data and Analytics

Learn more at hpe.com/pointnext
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